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South Asian American Visual Culture and Representation
South Asian American Visual Culture in the 21st Century
South Asian American visual culture encompasses a wide field of visual art: fine art photography and painting,
installation and sculpture, digital media, and on- and offline exhibitions. Produced by first-, second-, and third-generation
immigrant artists from Bangladesh, Pakistan, and India, as well as from South Asian diasporic communities around the
globe (including Britain and Kenya, among other countries), South Asian American visual culture has consistently
reflected a diverse array of immigrant experiences and moved across the boundaries of race and sexuality, gender and
class. Although individual artworks by South Asian American artists are frequently seen as a reflection of the artist’s own
immigrant trajectory, in fact, the representational capacities of South Asian American visual culture as a whole far exceed
individual experience. As a set of material objects that appear to signify what it means to be a racialized, gendered, and
sexualized subject of the US state, South Asian American visual culture is central to ongoing public debates on
nationhood and citizenship. Indeed, the various aesthetic practices of artists in the field, as well the political interventions
that each artwork makes, not only redefine “what it means to be ‘American’ at the turn of the 21st century; it also
elucidates the shifting topography of ‘America.’”1

Representing Immigration.
The diverse forms, genres, and styles that shape South Asian American visual culture reflect the heterogeneity of South
Asian immigration. There is no single form of “South Asian American visual culture,” just as there no single story of
migration from the subcontinent. South Asian American visual culture includes photographers who produce self-portraits
out of archival ethnographic images; painters who create digital animations out of miniature paintings; media artists who
upload documentation of their own lives online; sculptors and printmakers who repurpose maps of cities that have been
decimated by war; and artists who deconstruct religious myths to create new narratives of identity and community. These
artworks deploy distinct histories of visual representation that range from medieval South Asian miniature paintings to
comic book art, from 19th-century British colonial photographs to 21st-century biometric technologies deployed to
surveil racialized immigrants in the United States. As artists of South Asian descent draw on methods of art making and
on image archives that span centuries, they create artworks that suture a colonial past to the postcolonial present. Binding
together the visual history of South Asia with the visual economy of race, gender, sexuality, and religion in the United
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States, South Asian American visual culture dynamically expands and challenges the ways in which minoritized subjects
see themselves.
Each of these visual histories is central to understanding what South Asian American visual culture “represents,” for
many South Asian American artists show that representation itself is elusive, unfixed, and never stable. While scholars
and activists have long worked for the visibility of Asian immigrants in the US public sphere, arguing that representation
is a primary means for Asian Americans to claim belonging and citizenship, South Asian American artists have
frequently created works that challenge, obscure, or evade the desire to be made visible. As art historian Santhi KavuriBauer writes, South Asian American artists create a “parallax view,” offering “new vantage points to view the less
visible, recurrent, and unsettling realities of diaspora.”2 Instead of indexing the visibility and fixity of racial identity, the
representational capacities of South Asian American visual culture draw our attention to the problem of visibility itself—
namely, the fact that it is precisely the hypervisibility of racialized, sexualized, and gendered bodies that make immigrant
subjects today the targets of surveillance by the US state.
Visual culture is thus the terrain through which minoritized subjects claim to be represented, and it is also the very mode
through which the possibility of representation is questioned and refashioned. Instead of operating as a mirror in which
immigrant subjects see themselves, contemporary South Asian American visual culture takes up the difficult project of
understanding how, why, and in what ways South Asians have been racialized in the United States. As South Asian
American artists create works that emphasize the archival images, political movements, and aesthetic practices that bind
together the United States and South Asia, the exhibition of these artworks in major museum shows since the turn of the
millennium demonstrates how South Asian American visual culture critically intervenes into the racial imaginary of the
US state.

Feminist and Queer Interventions.
The feminist and queer theorist Gayatri Gopinath asserts that South Asian diasporic visual culture queers the terrain of
the region, unexpectedly fastening together visual histories, memories, and narratives across national and state
boundaries.3 By remapping the geographic divide between South Asia and North America, South Asian American artists
demonstrate how the very forms through which race, gender, and sexuality are represented are routed through multiple,
overlapping visual legacies of empire. The transnational orientations of South Asian American visual culture operate as
one mode of political resistance to US media representations of South Asian Americans, specifically Muslim Americans,
as “terrorists,” “other” and as nonhuman in the aftermath of September 11, 2001.4 The artist Naeem Mohaiemen contends
that “One of the most overused phrases is ‘after 9/11’,” and yet he also highlights how domestic and global policies since
that date have decimated South Asian, South Asian American, and Muslim American lives. He notes, “First, there is the
crackdown on Muslim civil liberties, expressed through the PATRIOT Act, INS deportations, ‘special registrations,’
‘extraordinary renditions,’ no-fly lists, and torture memos. Second, there is the continuing US wars of occupation in
Afghanistan and Pakistan.”5 For those artists who produce South Asian American visual culture in these early decades of
the millennium, as well as for viewers who consume South Asian American visual culture as a primary representation of
immigrant life and community, the events of September 11 and their aftermath have come to shape the form and content
of creative work and to influence as well how viewers respond to South Asian American visual culture across a range of
exhibition sites.
South Asian American artists span a diverse range of aesthetic methods, thematic concerns, and political practices,
capturing what Lisa Lowe calls the “heterogeneity, hybridity, and multiplicity” of Asian American visual culture.6 In
works whose forms are abstract as well as figurative and whose narrative modes are unfixed, partial, and incomplete,
South Asian American visual culture generates antiracist, feminist, queer, and anti-imperialist visions of diaspora.

Discussion of Key Artists and Primary Works
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The work of artist Shahzia Sikander has been frequently exhibited in major global shows that showcase both “Islamic” and
“modern” art. Born in Lahore, Pakistan, Sikander trained in miniature painting, a practice that flourished during the
Mughal empire in South and Central Asia from the 16th through the 19th centuries. Yet Sikander’s works on paper depart
considerably from the fixed notions of what miniature painting is thought to look like. Instead of replicating orientalist
histories of miniature painting as a “Muslim” aesthetic practice, Sikander’s art showcases the painting tradition’s hybrid
histories across Hindu mythological and Mughal court traditions. As she notes, “I found, and still find, the presentation and
documentation of miniature painting to be very problematic. In fact, by its very nature the term miniature is laden with
issues of imperialism, and is usually followed by a very descriptive, almost ethnographic definition.”7 In works such as
Many Faces of Islam (1993–1999), shown at the exhibition Lucid Dreams, Distant Visions (see the section, “Eඑඁංൻංඍංඇ
Sඈඎඍඁ Aඌංൺඇ Aආൾඋංർൺඇ Vංඌඎൺඅ Cඎඅඍඎඋൾ”), Sikander uses vegetable-based paints and watercolors on wasli paper to create
a canvas that depicts a veiled Statue of Liberty, Pakistani prime ministers Zia ul-Haq and Benazir Bhutto with the
American flag imprinted on their faces, and portraits of authors who have been subject to censorship by the Pakistani and
Indian states, including Salman Rushdie and the feminist writer Ismat Chughtai. The portraits are framed to look like pages
in an open book from the 18th century, but a US hundred-dollar bill floats across the canvas, its monetary value tying
together the international arms transfers, political doctrines, and cultural ties that link South Asia with North America. As
Hrag Vartanian has described, the work “effortlessly blends traditional Mughal miniature technique with the language of
graphic novels, history with pop culture, the New York art world’s infographic sensibilities of the 1990s with historic
struggles and, of course, the politics of its time.”8 Shifting from figurative drawing toward abstraction and from small
canvasses to larger ones, in her series 51 Ways of Looking (2004), Sikander draws “straight and curving lines that intersect
to form squares, rectangles, triangles and circles. Such drawings recall the modernist idea of a universal language, free of
any cultural association, but as if to contradict that notion Sikander points out that geometry is ‘fundamental to Islamic
art.’”9 While maintaining her practice of works on paper, Sikander has also produced a number of digital animations based
on her miniature paintings. In SpiNN (2003, shown at the exhibition Fatal Love: South Asian American Art Now, discussed
in the section “Exhibiting South Asian American Art”), Sikander locates gopis, female cowherders who are lovers of the
Hindu god Krishna, within a durbar hall, the domain of Muslim emperors. In the digital animation, these female gopis have
the hairstyles traditionally associated with their male counterparts: their black ponytails start to loosen from their heads and
then fly away like a flock of birds, resurfacing toward the end of the animation in an image of angels. As the curator Ian
Berry writes, “The unusual capitalization in the title might remind us of the ubiquitous CNN, seen by some as a ‘spinner’
in its own right, whose singular perspective on world events is immensely influential or, some might argue, detrimental.
More broadly, SPiNN affords the artist an opportunity to define the ‘spin’ on history—to re-tell a story using a different
interpretation.”10 Sikander herself emphasizes the heterogeneity of aesthetic practice that is at the heart of her work,
remarking, “Combining a nontraditional medium [digital animation] with a traditional genre [miniature painting] allows me
to build a relationship between present and past, space and dimension, narrative and time—all in service of
destabilization.”11 Such destabilization not only produces innovation within long-standing painting traditions, but equally
important, it works to disorient viewers’ expectations of what the aesthetic traditions contemporary South Asian American
visual culture draw on and whom and what such works might represent.
Born and raised in New York City, the artist Chitra Ganesh takes up the very different tradition of comic book art to create
digital media and works on paper that subvert South Asian and US popular culture. In book projects such as Tales of
Amnesia, Ganesh takes up the immense archive of Amar Chitra Katha comics, which were published in India in the
decades after the 1947 independence and partition of the subcontinent to propagate Hindu mythology and Hindu nationalist
narratives of anticolonial movements. Ganesh duplicates the appearance of the comic-book-panel form but rescripts the
subjects of each panel to draw female heroines whose sexual pleasure queers the terrain of national mythology and
unsettles the predetermined linearity of postcolonial national history. In her artist statement, Ganesh notes, “Layering
disparate materials and visual languages, I suggest alternative narratives of sexuality and power in a world where untold
stories keep rising to the surface.”12 Migrating from printed comic-book illustrations to large mural wall paintings,
Ganesh’s feminist protagonists are also displayed at exhibitions such as Fatal Love: South Asian American Art Now (see
the section, “Eඑඁංൻංඍංඇ Sඈඎඍඁ Aඌංൺඇ Aආൾඋංർൺඇ Vංඌඎൺඅ Cඎඅඍඎඋൾ”), where her drawing anchors the public space of the
museum. As Gopinath writes, Ganesh’s art “suggests an alternative queer feminist genealogy that stands in opposition to
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the patriarchal, heteronormative logic of dominant national and state formations … These are bodies that reject the fixities
of heteronormativity and instead suggest the monstrous and the fantastical, the impure and the hybrid.”13 Ganesh’s
aesthetic practice also sharply intervenes in US public culture. In such works as her collaborative project with the artist
Mariam Ghani, Index of the Disappeared, Ganesh and Ghani create an archive of immigrants who were deported from the
United States and detained globally in the aftermath of 9/11. In a series of commissioned projects, Index of the
Disappeared takes on print, physical, and digital manifestations to establish a “rhizomatic, relational” set of linkages
between different sources of information on those immigrants who have disappeared: “autopsies, affidavits,
correspondence, interviews, invoices,” and the like.14 Collecting what the US state may consider to be “useless” knowledge
on targeted immigrant subjects, Index of the Disappeared moves beyond visual and biographical information to focus
instead on what Ronak Kapadia calls the “heat, intensity, vibration, feeling, tactility, energy and affect” of immigrants who
have been erased from official records.15 Weaving together the racialized locations embodied by immigrants in the United
States with the expanding terrain of US war in South Asia and the Middle East, Index of the Disappeared creates an archive
of absence, a testament to the amnesia that infiltrates the public memory of the US state.
The photographer Annu Palakunnathu Matthew works with archives of a different sort, including family photo albums and
national photographic archives. Born in England, Matthew moved to Bangalore, India, as a child and as an adult
immigrated to the United States. The archival photograph is central to Matthew’s series, which are frequently produced in
collaboration with diasporic and refugee communities. In works such as ReGeneration and To Minority Majority, the
family photograph becomes the site of future imaginations. Instead of presenting a static image stored in a deteriorating
family album, Matthew loosens the photograph from its archival context, produces studio photographs of women in the
same family three generations later, and then creates a digital animation that transposes the archival image with the
contemporary image. Because she displays them in a single frame, the viewer encounters what looks like a still photograph
and sees instead the mobility of the image. Documenting families whose lives have been ruptured by the Vietnam War, the
Holocaust, and by the Iranian Revolution, Matthew’s technological interventions counteract the erosion of the photographic
archive, compressing generations and geographies within the span of a two-minute animation. Another series, Open
Wounds, produces an archive of survivors of the partition of the subcontinent. In oral interviews with Pakistani, Indian, and
Bangladeshi immigrants to the United States, Matthew collects memories of the partition and rare family photographs that
survived the mass dislocations. After photographing the survivors and their descendants in the United States, Matthew
created a digital animation that emerges out of the original family photograph. The photo animations, in turn, are displayed
on iPads that are encased in print encyclopedia volumes, layering oral history upon public narrative, visual image upon
text. In another series, An Indian From India, the national archival image becomes the basis for Matthew’s self-portraiture.
Duplicating the portrait photographs of Native peoples taken by Edward Curtis for his multivolume set, The North
American Indian (1907–1930), Matthew stages herself in similar postures and styles (selections from this series were
displayed at the Smithsonian exhibition Beyond Bollywood discussed in the section “Rൾൿඋൺආංඇ Rൾඉඋൾඌൾඇඍൺඍංඈඇ”).
Creating diptychs that formally align Curtis’s archival prints with Matthew’s recreations through shared sepia tinting, font,
and caption style, An Indian From India uses “performance, citation, and documentation” to draw the viewer’s attention to
“a complex genealogy of race and representation” that demonstrates the asymmetrical political relationship between the
indigenous and the immigrant subject.16 Curtis’s photographic representations of indigenous subjects, as Matthew notes,
also duplicate the “colonial gaze” of 19th-century British photographs of “natives” on the subcontinent. She writes, “In this
portfolio I play on these stereotypes using photographs of Native Americans from the 19th century…. I am challenging the
viewer’s assumption of then and now, us and them, exotic and local.”17 By stitching together distinct histories of
ethnographic photography, Matthew’s work directs the viewer to consider overlapping modes of visual representation in
colonial India and settler-colonial America. As Matthew creates her own self-portraits by duplicating the aesthetic forms
that define these archives of imperial photography, An Indian From India demonstrates how the way in which South Asian
Americans see themselves is linked to transnational histories of race and representation that span three continents.
The artist Swati Khurana, born in India and based in New York City, produces photograph-based works, multichannel
video-installations, and collage art that mine her memories as a second-generation South Asian immigrant in the United
States, centered around her embodiment of patriarchal ritual practices and expectations of domestic labor. In the series
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Unsuitable Girls (2007), created in collaboration with Anjali Bhargava (selections were displayed at the exhibition Beyond
Bollywood), Khurana creates portrait photographs of South Asian American women posing in domestic and interior spaces
alongside sardonically captioned trophies. In Most Apprehensive Fiancé, a woman shrugs her shoulders inside a South
Asian–owned jewelry store, looking askance at the walls of gold jewelry surrounding her. In Least Dutiful Wife, Khurana
occupies center frame, daydreaming on a bed, surrounded by stacks of books and cups of tea. Writing on Khurana’s ouevre,
the feminist scholar Vanita Reddy contends that Khurana produces a “diasporic feminist art practice that can serve to
‘politicize representation’ through a pointed refusal of aesthetic gravitas and an embrace of aesthetic play.”18 Such forms of
“aesthetic play” are also evident in Khurana’s two-dimensional digital-print collage works, such as the series Garden State
Reveries, which collates text from Spanish-language IKEA furniture assembly directions alongside landscape photographs
(a verdantly green mountain, a farmhouse), color-saturated images of food, and black-and-white outlines of human figures.
The visual cultural theorist Sarita See writes, “By accentuating the eeriness of (idealized) Anglo-American middle-class
lifestyles, the Garden State Reveries collages indict the homogeneity, conformity, materialism, and compulsory happiness
of the American Dream. But they also indict the immigrant’s desire for such.”19 In Khurana’s work, the representation of
immigrant desire is the object of the artists’ creation, but the immigrants’ very desire for representation also becomes the
object that is critiqued within the artwork itself.
Expanding on the desire for diasporic representation, the artist Zarina Hashmi (known professionally as Zarina) creates cast
iron and paper sculptures and woodcut prints that refashion the idea of “home.” Born in 1937 in Aligarh, India, Zarina
witnessed the mass migrations and deaths that marked the partition of the Indian subcontinent a decade later. While her
parents initially remained in India after independence, they eventually moved to Pakistan, and Zarina later moved to the
United States, where she has lived and worked since the 1970s. As the artist notes, “I have become my own home and I
move. It’s not an external thing. My home is me. That’s all I have now.” In cast-aluminum works such as Moving House,
the diminutive scale of the work, as well as its repetition and seriality, becomes a form of feminist critique, refashioning
home as a site of exile for the diasporic subject. Likewise, Refugee Camp (2015), a collage made with handmade paper,
displays twenty-five miniature white tents, each identical to the next, distinguished only by the uneven paper cuts that mark
the center of each structure. In etchings such as The House with Four Walls, the sparse, tight lines that Zarina draws around
an unmarked rectangular space describe the house as a space of domestic confinement for the female subject. In other
works, such as Baghdad from the series, “these cities blotted into the wilderness” (2003), which was displayed in the
exhibition Lucid Dreams, Distant Visions (discussed in the section “Eඑඁංൻංඍංඇ Sඈඎඍඁ Aඌංൺඇ Aආൾඋංർൺඇ Vංඌඎൺඅ
Cඎඅඍඎඋൾ”), the woodcuts that Zarina creates reproduce entire cities that have been decimated by war and unremitting
global violence. Art historian Margo Machida contends, “The notion of home remains immensely important to Zarina at
the same time that she is acutely aware of its impermanence and mutability. She speaks, therefore, of a need to create
homes for herself that are as much psychic dwelling as actual physical locations in the world.”20
By contrast, in Allan deSouza’s work, the artists’ diasporic locations are mapped through chromogenic photographic prints
that hold multiple times, places, and bodily debris. Born in Kenya to Goan immigrant parents, as a child deSouza moved
with his family to London in 1965, and since 1992 he has lived and worked in the United States.21 As deSouza writes,
reflecting on racist attacks that he experienced growing up in London, “Perhaps I was too often in the wrong place, but if
your family history and childhood experience are routed through three different colonies and their colonial powers—Goa
under the Portugese, India under the British and Kenya, again British—then being in the wrong place and at the wrong time
too easily becomes habitual.”22 Like Matthew’s work, deSouza’s work also incorporates archival photographs from his
own family album. In The Lost Pictures (2004), deSouza prints childhood photographs of his family in Kenya from
archival slides created by his father, then lays the prints in the private spaces of his home. As the photographs accumulate
skin, semen, hair, and other debris, the “original” image (or the archival duplication) becomes obscured, rendering “a
profound meditation on visuality, and specifically on the genre of photography itself: the contradiction between its promise
of rendering a transparent reality, and its inevitable opacities and occlusions.”23 Distorting the viewer’s ability to
transparently “see” his family history, and destroying (some might even say defaming) triumphant images of the Kenyan
state and its subjects after independence, The Lost Pictures produces an intimate documentation of being in diaspora that
transgresses nationalist categories of identity, memory, and family. Reflecting on his artistic practice, deSouza writes, “My
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relationship to the archive is similar to my ambivalence toward photography as a documentary or archiving practice,
encompassing its archival role and the photograph’s indexical relationship to the ‘real’: both are incomplete, unrealizable
endeavours that nevertheless form an attempt to frame experience. They require us, as viewers, to suspend disbelief.”24 In
another series, UFO (2007), deSouza moves from the figurative representation of the diasporic subject to the abstract,
producing a digital composite of photographs taken from the interior of an aircraft on the airport tarmac and runway. In the
process of taking these photographs, deSouza was accosted by a fellow passenger aboard an airplane, who—by racializing
deSouza as a terrorist suspect and, through that process of racialization, denying deSouza his right to citizenship—shouted,
“I don’t care what you say, those are not tourist photos, and as an American citizen I want you to stop taking them!”25 As
Gopinath describes, in the resulting composite photographs, by “inhabiting the threat that is attributed to his body and his
actions, deSouza transforms the mundane into a missile, a rocket, some kind of potentially murderous object.”26 The
photography of landscapes has in fact been central to deSouza’s artistic career, particularly in terms of his attention to the
use of orientalist tropes to make domestic landscapes seem foreign and unfamiliar, whether through the grotesque domes
and spires of the bankrupt Trump Casino in Atlantic City (Rumpty Tumpty Series, 2017, shown at the exhibition Lucid
Dreams, Distant Visions discussed in the section “Eඑඁංൻංඍංඇ Sඈඎඍඁ Aඌංൺඇ Aආൾඋංർൺඇ Vංඌඎൺඅ Cඎඅඍඎඋൾ”), or the Jungle
Cruise ride at Disneyland, inspired by the nefarious representations of India in Hollywood films (American India: Ganges
Gal, 1997). As Machida says in a conversation with deSouza, “What such themes emphasize for the artist is the
‘triangulation of Britain, the United States and India through all these Orientalist sites,’ and how the ‘American’
imagination of itself [is] created itself in relation to somebody else’s colonies.”27
The problem of the American national imagination, and the simultaneous hypervisibility and invisibility of South Asian
Americans within it, is invoked by the artist Hasan Elahi through his online media project, Tracking Transience. Born in
Bangladesh, Elahi is a naturalized American citizen who was apprehended by immigration authorities in Detroit
Metropolitan Wayne County Airport. Although he was eventually released and no longer viewed as “a person of interest,”
Santhi Kavuri-Bauer notes that “the FBI suggested that Elahi regularly check in with them because due to his name and
race he was anticipated to be subject to more questioning at a later time. He would thus never be free.”28 Since his initial
interrogation by state authorities, Elahi has taken photographs of each meal he has eaten, each public restroom he has used,
each place where he has slept, uploading more than 70,000 photographs to his website.29 Characterized by “such formal
qualities as blown-out exposure, mundane vantage points, low digital quality, and blurred focus,” the amateur quality of the
images, their repetition and seriality emphasize the banal and quotidian.30 Yet it is precisely through this documentation of
the everyday that Elahi produces the visual terrain of his own surveillance for the state and refuses to submit himself to the
scope of that biometric surveillance: that is, “he assumes the position of the surveilled subject, but nonetheless refutes it.”31
Each photograph that Elahi uploads is deliberately emptied of his own racialized body, the same body (read as “brown” and
as “Muslim”) that made his citizenship suspect in the eyes of state authorities in the first place. Nor is there biographical
information that may enable the viewer to identify whom they are looking for. In her reading of Tracking Transience,
Laurel Ahnert describes Elahi’s art as a form of “artveillance,” a term used to describe “artworks that share attention to the
social and political implications of the surveillance industrial complex … These artists mobilize an aesthetics of
observation and control in their art, often utilizing technologies of surveillance as their medium.” At the same time, Elahi is
also practicing “sousveillance,” a means of “using digital tools to observe the observer, or at least to take control of their
data.”32 Confronted by an overflow of digital images, the viewer who attempts to navigate the exceedingly “user-unfriendly
interface” of the website assumes “the role of an FBI agent,” searching for Elahi and failing to find him, in image after
image of toilets, unmade beds, and meals consumed.33 In contrast to Chitra Ganesh and Mariam Ghani’s Index of the
Disappeared, Elahi produces an overflowing archive of information and images, one marked not by the absence of the
immigrant subject but by his implied presence. And yet Tracking Transience is also a record of prospective disappearance.
Despite complying with the state’s desire for surveillance, the citizen-who-is-an-immigrant is always held to the threat of
interrogation and the possibility of detention and deportation.
The artist Naeem Mohaiemen, born in London, creates political interventions in a range of media forms that have been
widely exhibited as public art projects in South Asia, Europe, the Middle East, and North America. In his photo installation
Live True Life or Die Trying (2009), Mohaiemen begins with a photograph of a young Bangladeshi boy, wearing a white
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prayer cap, standing beside a t-shirt whose logo bears the title of the exhibition. In the written text that follows, Mohaiemen
opens up the question of representation that is at stake in the image: Is the prayer cap a “stereotype” of Muslim men or “the
sum of fears” of the US-based viewer? When his attempts to crop the prayer cap out of the photograph fail, the full image
of the boy remains. The series of images that compose the rest of the installation document two political rallies, held
simultaneously in Dhaka in January 2009. The first is an Islamist rally protesting against the Israeli occupation of Gaza and
Bangladesh’s involvement in the United Nations peacekeeping forces. The second is a leftist student rally on the campus of
Dhaka University protesting against the war in Gaza and US imperialism. The photographs depict the progression of these
rallies: the accumulation of youthful protestors in the streets, public speeches, posters, and the burning of effigies. What
makes the first rally “Islamist” and the second “leftist” is indistinguishable but for Mohaiemen’s own text, which states his
ambivalence in photographing the first movement. The rallies are separated by a few hours, organized in different areas of
Dhaka, and command two distinct sectors of the population. For US gallery viewers who come to see Mohaiemen’s prints
and video, Live True Life produces a narrative convergence between leftist and Islamist political movements in Bangladesh.
The unexpected temporal symmetry of these events and the iconic similarities between both modes of protest highlight, in
turn, the diasporic localities occupied by Mohaiemen as an artist, academic, and activist based in Dhaka and New York
City.34 Another work, Kazi in Nomansland, is a two-part installation featuring, first, three small piles of stamps that feature
the young visage of the Bengali revolutionary poet Kazi Nazrul Islam; and second, five photographic prints that feature the
poet as an older man. Kazi Nazrul Islam has the dubious honor of being “the only person ever featured on postage issued
by Bangladesh, India, and Pakistan”: claimed by each country on the subcontinent as its own nationalist icon, Islam died
mute, severed from his family in Calcutta and interred in Dhaka after his death. As the curator Muraza Vali contends, the
work’s use of stamps and the repetitive iconography is an exemplary instance of “banal nationalism,” the “trivial, everyday
acts—flags, currency, language—through which a national imaginary is constructed, reinforced, and ultimately
normalized.”35 The banality of nationalism—alongside the banality of the violence of the state—also surfaces in a series of
projects that Mohaiemen produced in collaboration with a group of artists, activists, and lawyers known as the Visible
Collective. Through “exhibitions, artworks, videos and lectures,” Visible Collective creates what the curator and art
historian Susette Min describes as “tonal and visual disturbances on the street and on the Web by questioning the war on
terror and its effects, and by urging an imperative to notice”: in particular, to notice the impact of the post-9/11 security
state on undocumented and working-class immigrants, deportees, Muslim Americans, and African Americans.36 One such
work is Take Me Off Your Database, which compiles a list of names of men and women deported by the US state
(separately mounted as a lightbox installation titled Nahnu Wahaad, But Really We Are One at the Fatal Love exhibition
discussed in the section, “Eඑඁංൻංඍංඇ Sඈඎඍඁ Aඌංൺඇ Aආൾඋංർൺඇ Vංඌඎൺඅ Cඎඅඍඎඋൾ”), and a series of email exchanges
between Rajiv Dabhadakar, a man named on the list, and Mohaiemen. Dabhadakar, writing from India, claims to be
offended at being listed in the installation and demands to be taken off it; but later in his correspondence with Mohaiemen,
he admits that he had previously lived in the United States as a software technology worker and was deported by immigrant
authorities after 9/11 (ostensibly because of an overdue $250 parking ticket). As Mohaiemen reflects in the aftermath of
their exchange, “The easy, arrogant assumption is that every detainee wants representation in cultural spaces. What of those
who would prefer anonymity, to simply get on with their lives? … Should they be pressed into unwilling service as exhibits
in a conversation about/against government policy?”37
Drawing from canonical archival collections and popular cultural iconography, South Asian American artists create works
that radically shift our understanding of what it means to be a diasporic subject in the early 21st century. Through practices
of aesthetic play and archival documentation, political intervention and racial representation, the form, theme and content
of South Asian American visual culture dynamically evolves over time. In feminist and queer artworks that innovate across
aesthetic traditions; in photographic archives that document the afterlives of partition, indigenous dispossession, and global
migration; as well as in online and public artworks that reject the surveillance regimes imposed upon South Asian
Americans by the US state, South Asian American artists produce visual narratives of identity and community that are
“never complete, always in process, and always constituted within, not outside, representation.”38

Exhibiting South Asian American Visual Culture
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Alongside individual artworks, exhibitions are central to the relationship between South Asian American visual culture and
representation. Through diverse curatorial narratives and objects of display, viewers experience an affective relation to
South Asian American visual culture, generating relations of identification, belonging, and estrangement to the aesthetic
representations that they see. While South Asian artists have been exhibited in North America throughout the mid- to late
20th century, the first organized exhibitions of South Asian American visual art were curated by Jaishri Abichandani, an
artist and founding member of the New York–based South Asian Women’s Creative Collective (SAWCC), established in
1997.39 From the outset, SAWCC brought together artists and curators, working in a diverse range of media forms, who are
committed to producing feminist social and cultural critique through their art. In 2005, Abichandani curated Fatal Love:
South Asian American Art Now (Queens Museum, New York). It was the first major group exhibition dedicated to
showcasing emerging and established South Asian American artists. Showcasing photographs, paintings, sound
installation, and web-based works by twenty-eight artists who included Annu Palakunnathu Matthew, Chitra Ganesh, the
Visible Collective, Shahzia Sikander, and Swati Khurana, the heterogeneity of Fatal Love was central to establishing the
claims of South Asian American visual culture as a field of social and political critique. Fatal Love operated as a
counterpoint to public media images of South Asia and South Asian Americans in two respects. First, it was curated to
mark the distinct representational capacities of diasporic visual culture in relation to nation-based frameworks for
displaying and consuming art, in direct contrast to Edge of Desire: Recent Art in India, a traveling exhibition of modern
and contemporary Indian art displayed concurrently at the Queens Museum. Second, Fatal Love explicitly referenced the
relationship between political change and visual cultural representation. As Abichandani writes in her curatorial statement,
“Before September 11 most of the artists in the community were concerned to reconstruct a diasporic identity and
challenge an imposed politics of representation. Since September 11 many artists have been concerned to confront,
challenge and undermine the distorted and limited presentations of South Asian communities that are too often presented
by the media and the government. It is a move from an art that seeks to define an identity for the community to an art that
seeks to resist a false, imposed identity.”40
More than a decade later, Abichandani curated Lucid Dreams, Distant Visions (Asia Society Museum, New York, 2017),
bringing together some of the same artists whose work was originally displayed in Fatal Love. Combining digital video
with large-scale installation, as well as charcoal drawings, collage, and sculpture, Lucid Dreams produced a different
political vision from its predecessor. Instead of working to counter dominant US public cultural representations of South
Asian Americans, Lucid Dreams showcased the global circulation of diasporic communities, colonial histories, and
imperial formations. In Naeem Mohaiemen’s film, Abu Ammar Is Coming, an archival photograph of Bangladeshi freedom
fighters in Palestine came to life through Mohaiemen’s search for a global Left movement; Mariam Ghani’s Kabul 2, 3, 4
retraces the artists’ journey through the city of Kabul over a five-year period during the ongoing US war and occupation of
Afghanistan. In other works, such as Shahzia Sikander’s The Many Faces of Islam or Annu Matthew’s The Virtual
Immigrant, which uses large-scale lenticular portrait photographs to show call-center workers in Bangalore morphing from
“Western” workers to “Indian” subjects, the exhibition emphasized the transnational linkages of capital and labor between
South Asia and North America. As one reviewer described, “For immigrants, the children of them, and anyone of South
Asian descent, this exhibition is no less than a love letter to you.”41
Public exhibitions of South Asian American visual culture are particularly important at a time when the specific aesthetic
and political experience of diaspora is erased by art shows that continue to showcase the dominance of the nation-state.
Since 2000, a number of national museums and commercial art galleries have showcased exhibitions that feature South
Asian American artists and representations of South Asian American immigrants and communities, but they tend to
incorporate such works into nationalist surveys of Indian and Pakistani art. Alongside Edge of Desire: Recent Art in India
(Queens Museum and the Asia Society, 2005), these exhibitions include India: Public Places, Private Spaces (Newark
Museum of Art, 2007), Hanging Fire: Contemporary Art from Pakistan (Asia Society, 2009), The Matter Within: New
Contemporary Art of India (Yerba Buena Center for the Arts, 2011), After Midnight: Indian Modernism to Contemporary
India 1947/1997 (Queens Museum, 2015), and Postdate: Photography and Inherited History in India (San Jose Museum of
Art, 2015). Although each of these exhibitions features diasporic South Asian artists (including artists based in the United
States and in Europe), the curatorial organization of the shows eliminates the difference of diaspora and folds South Asian
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American visual culture into survey shows that represent the ascendance of the neoliberal Pakistani and Indian state. The
lack of diasporic visual cultural representation is particularly significant when South Asian American viewers, collectors,
and museum board members are often funders, donors, and lenders to these same exhibitions.42

Reframing Representation
A number of South Asian American curators and academics have worked against such nation-based survey shows to create
broader representations of South Asian American visual culture in public museums and nonprofit galleries across the
United States and Canada. Many have shared what the art historian Margo Machida has described as a “belief that the
visual arts were a potent means by which formerly marginalized communities could document and project their histories
and lived experiences into the civic realm, in their pursuit of collective recognition and social justice.”43 Such activist
exhibitions are central to understanding the public interventions that are staged through South Asian American visual
culture, for they “challenge the notion that art is by definition neutral, exclusive, aesthetically transcendent, and
autonomous.”44 By explicitly foregrounding the difference of South Asian American visual cultures—the diverse aesthetic
histories and multiplicity of media forms that each artist draws upon—such exhibitions demonstrate how the act of creating
as well as of viewing South Asian American visual culture is critical to shifting representations of racialized immigrants.
As the curator Karen Higa has noted, “Exhibitions are far from being neutral expressions of historical knowledge or
disinterested containers of art…. Exhibitions not only provide opportunities for the firsthand viewing of art, they also
proposed narratives of art history, whether implicit or explicit, in which specific works are placed in conversation with each
other, the past, and a projected future.”45
One such exhibition was Beyond Bollywood: Indian Americans Shape the Nation, held at the Smithsonian National
Museum of Natural History in Washington, DC, from 2014 to 2015. Curated by Masum Momaya (and previously by
sociologist Pawan Dhingra under the auspices of the Smithsonian Asia Pacific American Center), Beyond Bollywood
brought together a range of visual cultural material. These included archival photographs of early South Asian immigrants
to the United States, fine art photography and paintings, large-scale installations (such as an installation of a motel lobby
owned and operated by South Asian immigrants, and a stage set depicting young South Asian Americans who have won
the Scripps National Spelling Bee) and archival objects (such as a turban owned by Balbir Singh Sodhi, a Sikh American
who was killed in the first documented race-based hate crime after September 11, 2001). Funded by local South Asian
American business communities, the exhibition also crowdsourced, via social media, everyday objects, such as family
photos and shoes. At Beyond Bollywood, South Asian American visual culture encompassed objects with various degrees
of historical and aesthetic value in order to capture the heterogeneous experience of what it means to be a first-, second-, or
third-generation immigrant from the subcontinent in the United States today. As visitors to the Smithsonian moved through
this display of objects, viewers could experience, identify with, and compare their own family histories of immigration to
the documented oral and historical narratives of South Asian immigrants. However, each object could not be easily sutured
to the next: a pair of crowdsourced worn shoes that was meant to signify South Asian Americans entering a mosque,
gurudwara, or temple did not have the same aesthetic or political effect as Sodhi’s turban, which operated as a marker of
both his racial and religious difference and his subsequent murder in a hate crime. Equally important, the fact that Beyond
Bollywood was displayed in a natural history museum that since the 19th century has been a site for the display and
exhibition of colonized peoples and cultures redoubled the experience of seeing South Asian American visual culture as a
set of racialized objects to be displayed and consumed by a dominant white American public.46
Exhibitions like Beyond Bollywood point to the vexed relationship between visual culture and representation. Far from
producing a coherent vision of who and what are called “South Asian American,” exhibition sites constantly refigure the
relationship between the aesthetic display of a visual object, and the viewer’s desire for racial representation through the
visual object. Representation cannot be guaranteed through the mere display of visual cultural objects within the gallery
space, for viewers often identify with and against the object in ways that can significantly depart from the curatorial
narrative. For artists, academics, and curators who work in the field of South Asian American visual culture, it is precisely
the inability to secure representation that opens up new creative possibilities. Through artworks and exhibitions that
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reframe representations of racialized immigrants in US public culture and that simultaneously reflect on immigrants’ desire
to be represented, South Asian American visual culture is central to how we make, see, and think through aesthetic objects
that create new narratives of race, gender, sexuality, and visuality.
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